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ABSTRACT 

This repor t  documents the status of the Solar Irrigation 
Program. The program initially consisted of a shallow 
well experiment that is now under construction in 
New Mexico. It has recently been expanded to include 
a deep well experiment in Arizona. and a fo1l.o~-on, as  
yet undefined, demonstration system. Most of this r e -  
port is limited to technical discussions of the shallow 
well expepiment design, and analyses a r e  given which 
support the design choices selected. 
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SOLAR IRRIGATION PROGRAM - STATUS REPORT 

Introduction 

This report documents the progress made by the Solar Irrigation Project during the period 
1 October 1976 through January 1977. The preceding report gave a general description of the 

ERDA/New Mexico solar irrigation experiment. Since issuance of that report, ERDA has expanded 

the program. This report will describe the status of the expanded solar irrigation program. 

Several supportive reasons for having a solar irrigation program have previously been dis- 

cussed. These reasons a r e  still valid, and many a re  becoming more acute. For  instance, in 

1974 our petroleum imports approximately equaled our agricultural exports as  illustrated in 

Figure 1. In 1975 the petroleum imports increased to $35 billion--a rate of growth that is certain 

to become unacceptable. A large amount of energy is consumed by irrigation. The water pumped 

for irrigation in the United States during 1974 consumed 80 billion kW-hr. Since an average home 

consumes an equivalent of approximately 17,,000 kW-hr per year,  this means that 5 million homes 

could be heated with this energy as illustrated in Figure 2, s o  one can easily predict where the 

energy will be distributed in event of a shortage. 

ECONOMICS 
1974 

PETROLEUM IMPORTS AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS 

Figure 1. Petroleum Imports vcrsus Agricultural Exports 



ENERGY USAGE 

IRRIGATION 
80 BILLION KW-HR/YR 

(1974) 

hhf- HOME HEATING 

-5  MILLION HOMES 

Figure 2. Energy Use Comparison 

Irrigation is important; twenty percent of all farm sales in the United States in 1969 were 

for crops from irkigated farms. Most of the country's irrigation i s  conducted in a reas  of high 

insolation and therefore, solar  energy for irrigation has the potential to be an alternate to fossil 

fuel and aid in increasing crop production. 

The cost of fossil fuel has rapidly increased for the farmer. This improves the economic 

feasibility of solar energy. The cost of electricity for  central New Mexico farmers  increased 

from $0.02/kW-hr to $O.O4/kW-hr on November 1,1976. Natural gas also increased in 1976 to 

$1.40/mcf and i s  predicted to increase to $5.OO/mcf by 1982. No irrigation customers a r e  

assured that they can obtain either type of energy in the future. With this uncertainty about energy 

and the present high production cost to crop value ratio, many farmers  a r e  under financial s t ress  

and asking for  assistance. 

Solar Irrigation Program 

A solar  irrigation program plan has been formulated for ERDA. It has been published and 
2 has been distributed for comment. The following i s  a summary of the plan (Figure 3).  



Key Milestones 

Task 

Shallow Well Experiment 

Deep Well Experiment 

Demonstration System 

J A J O J A J O J A J O J A ' J O J A J O J  

Construct 
Design , Operate 

I 
RFP Evaluation 

RFP. 4 , studies , 1, / Construct I Operate 
1 I I 

RFP 
, Design , Construct I Operate 

Societal lmnact Commercialization 

I ~conomic ~nelysis  
b-p'"_?--) Market Analysis , Optimization / 'Sensitivity 1 Update I Consult , 

System Studies I I I 

Figure 3. Solar Irrigation Program Activities Schedule 

Program Objectives 

The objectives of this program a r e  to determine if solar energy can economically become 

an alternative for fossil energy in powering irrigation pumps, demonstrate the performance of 

developed systems, and implement the commercialization of the system. 

Program Approach 

<.2 The approach i s  to conduct design studies, construct experiments to obtain performance 

and cost data to confirm design studies, and to utilize this data in system studies to determine 

what regions of our nation the system can best be used and what incentives a r e  needed to insure 

that a solar energy system design i s  available which can be successfully implemented by commer- 

cial firms to power irrigation pumps. 

The approach will include the following major tasks: 

Shallow Well Experiment 

A shallow well experiment will be conducted in conjunction with the State of 

New Mexico. This experiment has been restricted to a temperature below 6 0 0 ' ~  

and will prnd~ice approximately 19 kW (25  hp). This will allow the use of inexpensive 

components, but the system will be penalized by moderate thermodynamic efficiency. 

The results of this experiment will determine the performance that can be expected 

from this type of design. Performance is the amount of energy delivered per unit 

system cost. Agricultural e x p e r i ~ n e ~ ~ t s  w i l l  be conducted by New 'IVlexico State 

University as  a part of this experiment to determine the most efficient use of the 

water pumped. 



Deep Well Experiment 

A deep well experiment will be conducted in conjunction with the State of 
1 

Arizona. This experiment design has been restricted to operating temperature 
of 600 OF or  higher and shall produce 150 kWe (200 hp). Plans a re  to award three 

study contracts to industry to study selected proposals for the system. The're- 

sults of the studies will indicate which design approach has the economic and 

technical potential for being commercialized. Depending upon the study results, 

one of the designs will be built in Southern Arizona. The University of Arizona 

wil l  conduct agricultural experiments to determine the most efficient use of the 

wator pumpod for  that region of the natioa. 

Demotlstration System 

A demonstration scy1a.r i.rri.gation system is planned to be a follow-on to the two 

experiments. Its design will be dependent upon the experiment.al nni.ts and will in- 

corporate all concepts of the previous experiments which demonstrated high per- 

formance per unit cost. The site, size and concept used will be chosen to demon- 

s trate  to the agricultural and financial communities that solar irrigation i s  a viable 

alternative to fossil fuel powered systems. . . 

System Studies 

A system study is being done as a task of the overall program to identify and 

assess the market requirement so  the system can become a practical alternative to 

conventional power sources. This study will assess regional and national market 

potential, the number of design concepts required, and the commercialization re-  

quired to get solar systems operating on privately owned farms and ranches. 

Expected Results 

The shallow well experiment task will provide actual performance versus cost data on a 

medium temperature design concept. System studies will utilize this data as  well as  a system 

design to determine the "best" design which industry could market. The deep well experiment 

will determine the maximum performance versus cost data of a high temperature solar irrigation 

system. The data from these two experiments will give design direction to the demonstration unit. 

The demonstration unit will include all  the technology learned which will lead to high performance 

and low cost. The demonstration unit, with the systems studies, will show the public how and 

where solar irrigation can be an alternative to conventional irrigation power sources. With this 

information and assistance from ERDA, solar irrigation is expected to become a marketable 

product by commercial firms. 



Sandia Laboratories have been appointed technical director for ERDAls solar irrigation 
program in addition to the project effort with New Mexico State University on the ERDAI 
New Mexico experiment. As technical director we have aided ERDA-h0  in writing the Request 
for Proposal (RFP) for the deep well experiment and have reviewed twenty-one proposals they 
received for technical content. Recommendations regarding the proposals have been made to 
ERDA. ERDA is planning to award the study portion of the deep well experiment by ' ~ e b r u a r ~  1, 
1977. 

ERDAlNew Mexico Experiment 

The ERDAIN~W Mexico experiment is a shallow well experiment to be conducted in the 
Estancia Valley ~f New Mexico. The site selected for the experiment is the Torrance County Land 
and Livestock Company farm near Willard, New Mexico. A layout of the farm is shorn in Fig- 
ure 4. It can be seen that the experiment will be constructed on the corner of a field that is missed 
by a center-pivot irrigation system and the experimental field to be farmed,is across the road to 
the north. 

Figure 4. ERDAlNew Mexico Experiment Site 



The artist's concept of the experiment, drawn very closely to the design definition, is shown 
in Figure 5. Construction has begm as can be seen in Figure 6. Construction is approximately 
onq month behind sahedule due to unseasondly poor weather during the month of November. Little 
constructbn was planned for .Dewmber and Janilary; therefore, this time will be used to get back 
on schedule. The equipment ie expected to be in operation by May 1,1977. 

. . I 

Figure 5.   hi st doixcttpf; pf ERDAIN~W Mexico Experiment 

System Design 

A simplified working diagram of the solar system is shown in Figure 7. The uolw collector 
field, 6720 sq. ft. aperture area, purchased from Acurex Carparatiuxl hoalu a heat tranufer fluid, 
Exxon Caloria HT43. Tlie temperature of the heat transfer fluid exiting the collector field is 
sensed by a temperature senping self-activating 3-way valve. If the temperature is below 420 O h ' ,  

i t  is recirculated through the collector field. If it is 420 "F or above, it is sent to either the 
thermal storage or to the heat engine. When the heat engine is commanded to operate, it will take 
the heated oil either from the thermal storage or from the collectors and heat its working fluid by 
the use of a boiler and fluid pump. Another temperature sensing self-activating 2-way valve on 
the outlet of the boiler will only allow 240 "F or lower temperature fluid to return to the thermal 
storage reservoir. The working fluid (R-113) is expanded through a turbine. A regenerator is 



included for improved cycle erriciency. The condenser returns the working fluid to the liquid 

state before being returned to the regenerator and boiler. The boiler, turbine, regenerator, 
condenser and associated pumps are considered as parts of the heat engine. The heat engine is 

supplied by Barber-Nichols Engineering Co. 

Figure 6. Photograph of Experiment Construction, January 7,1977 

420" ERDA/NM SOLAR DESIGN 

CONDENSOR rw 



Design changes have been approved on the heat engine to allow ball bearings to be used in 

place of dynamic bearings. This change will require the bearings to be replaced after three 
years of operation, but the engine will produce 26 hp instead of 25 hp. The additional power was 
considered worth the change. 

A water circulation pump had to be added to the condenser. Throttling the p e p e d  water 
required approximately 2 hp additional power from the engine where the pump requires approxi- 
mately 112 h p  The engine is being fitted with instrumentation for data acquisition. This includes 
working fluid temperature and flow, torque produced and shaft rotation speed. 



Hea.t Transfer Fluid Control System (A. F. Veneruso) 

Figure 8 is  a simplified block diagram which shows major elements of the sol& powered 

irrigation system. The heat transfer fluid, Caloria HT43, is pumped by the fixed displacement, 

constant speed pump into the solar collectors where it is  heated to 215°C ( 4 2 0 " ~ ) .  The three-way 

valve controls the collectors' outlet temperature by recirculating part o r  all of the heat transfer 

fluid back through the solar collectors. The control valve functions continuously with a variable 

duty cycle to accommodate changes in the solar collector's inlet temperature as  well as  changes 

in solar insolation. The buffer tank smooths out temperature transients and slows down the 

valve's switching rate. 

CONTROL I 
I 

FROM 
WELL 

- 

Figure 8. Control System Simplified Block Diagram 

r 

SOLAR 
COLLECTORS 

- -  - 

When the system is  in operation, heat transfer fluid of the proper temperature is sent to 

thermal storage; and i f  the heat engine is running, it electrically pumps its own required hot fluid 

either from storage o r  directly from the solar collectors. Thermal storage is included in this 

system to effectively utilize daily variations in solar insolation while running the heat engine at a 

fixed speed, optimum efficiency condition. 

- 

I 1 I 

The self-actuating, vapor pressure operated, three-way valve is the key temperature con- 

trol element in this system. '1'0 illustrate Lhe basic operation of this commercially available 

valve, a simplified drawing of its key parts is  shown in Figure 9. The valve's sensing bulb is  

placed in thermal contact with the working fluid whose temperature i s  being controlled. The 
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vapor pressure of the volatile fluid in the 

sensing bulb acts on a diaphragm in the pres- 

s u r e  chamber and presses  down on the actu- 

ating rod and restoring spring. If the sensing 
bulb's temperature i s  sufficiently high, the 

vapor pressure will be high enough to over- 

come the valve spring force and depress the 

actuating rod s o  that the valve disc closes off 

port L and allows fluid to flow between ports 

U and C. If, on the other hand, the sensing 

bulb's temperature is low, the corresponding 

vapor pressure is also low and the restoring 

spring ra i ses  the actuating rod and the valve 

disc closes off port U and allows flow between 

ports L and C. The valve's temperature con- 

t ro l  range and switchover point a r e  s e t  by 

selection of the volatile fluid and by adjust- 

ment of the spring force. 

FLUID FILLED 
SENSING BULB 

ACTUATING ROD 

Figure 9. Control Valve Working Diagram 

The valve selected for  use in this Solar Irrigation Project is a 36RY 517- 23 .3-way, self- 

actuating temperature control valve made by the Taylor Instrument Process Control Division of 

the Sybron Corporation in Rochester, New York. The complete valve, including the self-actuating 

temperature adjustable controller with a stainless steel bulb on a ten foot flexible extension, costs 

approxin~ately $750. 

In i t s  application t o  the solar  powered irrigation system, illustrated in Figure 10, the 

3-way valve i s  placed in the return line from storage and the heat engine s o  that hot fluid from 

the solar  collectors can be recirculated. The sensing bulb i s  placed in a "tee" at the solar  

collector's outlet. This placement offers a number of advantages over the alternative arrange- 

ment, shown in Figure 11, that was f i r s t  studied for  this project. Among the advantages of the 

placement shown in Figure 10 over that of Figure 11 are: 

1)  The valve runs r . n n l ~ r  thns extending i t  lifp 

2) Theplumhingis  s impler  

3) The "sneak" flow path illustrated in Figure 11 is eliminated 

4) There is a better mixing of the fluid returned to the collectors 

through the Buffer Tank. 
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Figure 10. Fluid Control System Schematic 

TO THEWAL 
,STORAGE b 

' I r n T  ENGINE' 

Figure 13, Alternate 3-Way Valve Control Arrangement 

In its operation with the rest  of the solar irrigation system, the 3-way valve has three modes 

of operation: recirculation, mixing and output. If, a s  shown in Figure 12a, the fluid's temper- 

ature, T leaving the s o l a r  collectors is less  than the lower control temperature, TL, the valve out' 
recirculates the fluid back through the collectors for reheating. Figure 12b shows the case where 

the fluid temperature from the collectors is greater than T but less  than the high control tem- L' 
perature, TH. In this case the valve mixes some lower temperature return fluid with some hot 

fluid from the solar  collectors. In the output mode, shown in Figure 12c, the outlet temperature 

i s  hotter than T and the hot fluid flows directly to storage o r  to the heat engine while the lower H 
temperature return fluid flows directly back to the solar collectors. 
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Figure 12. Control System Modes of Operation 



While in operation, the 3-way control valve cycles on and off because of transport delays 

and temperature response lags in the plumbing and in the solar collectors. The control valve 

also cycles with a time varying duty cycle to accommodate variations in solar insolation and in 

inlet and outlet fluid temperatures. 

The buffer tank functions to smooth out fluid temperature transients caused by the valve's 

switching a s  well as  by temperature changes in the fluid returned from storage o r  from the heat 

engine. During system startup, the buffer tank also provides a reservoir of low temperature 

fluid which enables the solar collectors to come up to operating temperature without causing a 
subsequent high temperature overshoot. 

A computer program was written to analyze the fluid control. The analyses approach was 
to study the simplest system and if it did not work introduce minimal additional hardware. The 

f i rs t  system analyzed did not have a buffer tank. The results a r e  shown in Figure 13. This re-  

sult was unsatisfactory as the heat transfer fluid was heated to temperatures too high for fluid 

chemical stability and temperature regulation was not adequate to maintain thermal storage 

thermocline stability. A buffer tank was then added and several iterations with different sizes 

of tanks were analyzed. Figure 14 shows the results operating with a 120 gal buffer tank. Satis- 

factory performance was achieved with is configuration. The results a r e  shown for various 

insolation conditions in Figure 15. We believe the control developed is inexpensive, reliable and 

energy efficient for use in solar heat transfer fluid systems. The valve manufacturer has assured 

us that the valves will operate without leaking fluid. Since the hot heat transfer fluid has very low 

viscosity, tests of the valves have been designed and will be conducted before installing them in 
the field. 

TEMP 

0 

TIME 6 0 

Figure 13. Blow Control Without Buffer Tank Figure 14. Flow Control Witli Buffer Talik 



GPM 

Figure 15. Response to Clouds--Computer Simulation Results 

Irrigation Well Characteristics 

The owner of the experiment site, Ted Schrimsher, agreed to drill an irrigation well for 

this experiment. The well was drilled during December 1976, and was test pumped under the 

direction of Dr. George Abernathy, New Mexico State University. 

The well drillers log (Table I) indicated the following information, 

TABLE I 

Urillers Log 

Formation 

Sand 

Clay 

Gravel 

Sand and clay 

Sand and gravel 

Clay 

Gravel, sand and water 

Clay 

Formation 

S a n d  a n d  clay 

Gravel and sand 

Clay 

Sand and gravel 

Clay and sand 

Cravcl 

Clay 

Granite 



The well was pumped under conventional procedures fo r  cleaning a new well. After the well 

had been cleaned, i t  was then pump tested to determine flow characterist ics.  The resul ts  a r e  

shown in Figure  16. F r o m  these resul ts  i t  was recognized that the water lift would be g rea te r  

than previously estimated o r  the well was not a s  good a s  adjacent ones. A test  of an adjacent 

well indicated the wells were  equivalent. 

With this well data and with data of 

commercial  turbine pumps i t  was found that a 

pump could be purchased which would pump 

this well a t  690 gpm, be  within our  power 

l imi ts  and operate a t  84. 5 percent efficiency. 

It will require  five turbine s tages  to obtain 

this efficiency instead of the normal three. 

The expected five percent efficiency improve- 

ment over conventionally used pumps is not 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 expected to exceed $2,000 m o r e  than other 

Flow Rate (gpm) pumps and would be considered worth the 

extra  cost. The pump purchase is par t  of 

Figure  16. Well Flow Character is t ics  the final phase of construction. 

Heat Engine Purchase  

A heat engine was purchased utilizing the Request.for Purchase  a s  contained in Reference 1. 

Six different companies formally bid on the engine and two companies a lso  bid on the low tem- 

pera ture  engine. The bids ranged f rom $19,000 to $400,000. The medium temperature  design 

(450 OF) engine bids were  lower than the low temperature  ones (200 OF). 

The Request fo r  Purchase  stated that the proposals would be  evaluated in conjunction with 

the collectors and the thermal  s torage to determine which heat engine would yield the highest 

performance.  The evaluation was based on the following performance calculations: 

(Cost of Collectors) + (Cost of Thermal  Storage) (;)(-$$-) + C o s t  of Engine 

Performance = (Power  Output) ( 2 4  h r )  

vt is a theoretical  efficiency based upon the des i red engine output and the collector field per- 

formance. 



It is written: 

Engine Output /Day 
"t = Collector EnergyIDay in June 

(25 hp) (746 kW/hp) (3413 BTU/kW hr)  (24 hr/Day) 
"4 - (1663 BTU/sq ft  Day) (6720 s q  ft) 

77, is a thermodynamic efficiency of the engine. It can be stated as: 

Engine Work--Parasitic Equipment 
"e - Heat Transfer  Fluid Energy Required ' 

Thermal storage was estimated to be 5000 gal with a usable temperature difference of 

240 OF (AT). The thermal storage cost was estimated to be $3/gal including the fluid. AT is the 
1 

temperature difference extracted f rom the fluid by the proposed engines. The la rger  the valve of 

AT1 the l e s s  thermal storage required. Also the engine efficiency effect the required collector 

field and thermal storage volume necessary. The cost of the collectors used in this calcula.tion 
was $97,440 for 6720 sq ft. 

The performance results of the evaluation of the various bids ranged from $306/hp h r  to 

$2508/hp hr.  The medium temperature designs proposed has better performance than the low 

temperature ones. Barber-Nichols Engineering Company's bid resulted in the best performance 

and was purchased. 8 

The Barber-Nichols engine consisted of a boiler, turbine, gear  box, regenerator, condenser 

and pumps necessary to produce 25 shaft horsepower at 1730 rpm. Its basic characteristics are: 

Type of 
Pr ime Mover Pr ice  Power Heat Transfer Fluid Pcrformmcc 

'l'utibfie 42n Trj'yl. $v4, I Y l  '' hp 240°F Outlet 

A schematic of the engine is shown in Figure 17a and engine construction i s  shown in Figure 17b. 
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Figure 17a. Heat Engine Schematic 



Assembly 

ESgANCIA VALLEY SOLAR IRRIGATION PROJECT ENGINEERING CO. 

Figure 17b. Heat Engine Structure 



Cost Effectiveness Study for Solar Thermal Energy Conversion System 
Utilizing Sensible Heat Source (J. Abbin) 

The Request for Purchase for the heat engine for this experiment allowed suppliers to bid 

on either a low temperature (200 OF) o r  a medium temperature ( 4 5 0 ' ~ )  engine. Bids were re -  

ceived from several companies at varying operating temperatures. This information was then 

used to determine a performance versus cost as a function of operating temperature. The study 

is described below. 

If we assume we have a system whose major cost items a r e  the collectors, sensible heat 

thermal storage and a Rankine cycle engine; then the major system cost is given by: 

System Cost = Collector Cost + Thermal Storage Cost + Engine Cost. (a) 

For  the collectors a sufficient amount is needed to gather the desired energy, i. e., 

K1 Collector Cost = - E 

where K1 i s  the cost of collectors required to produce sufficient thermal energy at same baseline 

conversion efficiency and E i s  a variable conversion efficiency. 

For a sensible heat thermal storage system the cost is given by 

K2 Thermal Storage Cost = - EAT 

where K2 i s  the cost of sufficient thermal storage to yield the required amount of energy with a 

baseline conversion efficiency (assembled to be the same as  (b) above) and a baseline storage 

fluid AT. E and AT.. in (c) a r e  variable quantities which a r e  related. 

Figure 18 was obtained by plotting the cycle efficiencies and the associated AT'S bid by the 

manufacturers who responded to RFP 05-0165 for the ERDAlNew Mexico heat engine,  The dotted 

line in Figure 18 gives a good fit for the top performing bids and agrees well with theoretical 

projections for a 420 "F system. The function represented by the line in Figure 18 can fit 

nicely with a parabolic function of the form 
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F igure  18. Quoted Cycle Efficiencies 
ve rsus  Storage Fluid AT 

In general for  the engine subsystem, 

the cost will be a weak function of the effi- 

ciency, but is a very s t ronger  function of 

power level. Hence, for  this analysis, 

the engine cost will be assumed to be a 

constant for  the given power level, i. e . ,  

Engine Cost = K6 (el 

by cubotituting b, c, d, and c into a wc gct 

System Cost = 2 + z 

E [ K ~ + K ~ E + K ~ E  I 

Thus we have system cost a s  a function of Rankine cycle engine efficiency only and we can 

determine what efficiency yields minimum system cost once we have determined the constants in 

equation (f). 

In evaluating the engine quotes fo r  the ERDA/New Mexico experiment, a baseline Rankine 

cycle energy conversion efficiency of 0.137 and a thermal  storage AT of 240°F were  used. The 

cost of the purchased collectors was $97,440, and these collectors a r e  expected to  collect 1.12 x 
7 10  BTU/day o r  25 hp for 24 hours (600 hp h r )  a t  the baseline conversion efficiency of 0.137. ' 

Ttius, K for the 23 hp system is 1 

and we s e e  in equation ( f )  that if the variable engine efficiency is greater  than 0.137 then the total 

collector cost  to  produce 600 hp h r  would be  l e ss  than $97,440 and conversely if the engine effi- 

ciency were  l e s s  than 0.13'7. 

For  the sensible heat storage, 5000 gallons of HT43 at  $3/gallon including the cost of the tank 

and insulation were estimated to  provide sufficient storage for  24-hour engine operation a t  a con- 

version efficiency of 0.137 and a AT of 240°F (again fo r  a 25 hp engine output). Thus K, for  this 
Y 

system is given by 

K = $3 (5000 gal) (0.137) (240°F) = $493, 200°F 2 gal (h) 



and we see that in equation (c) if the variable engine efficiency E i s  greater than 0.137 and/or 

if the associated AT is -greater than 240°F, then less  than 5000 gallons of storage will be required 

and so on for various combinations of E and AT. As stated earlier,  however, cycle efficiency 

and AT a re  related. For this study the relationship was derived from the engine quotes and i s  

shown in Figure 19. Fitting the curve in Figure 19, the following values for equation (dl were 

obtained: 

For the engine cost, K6, a value of 250 1 
$75,000 was used since this is the approxi- 

mate award price of the contract for the 

25 hp engine. Since the engine cost i s  not 

being considered as a variable, it will not 

affect the location of the minimum system 

cost point on the engine efficiency axis, 

but i s  included to yield major system cost. 

Finally, the following cost equation 

Design Point for 
Purchased Engine 

for  the 25 hp ERDA/New Mexico collector, # 
thermal storage and engine system: 0.12- 0. 14 0.16 0. 18 

Rankine Cycle Engine Efficicncy 
!Shaft hp Out/Heat In) 

$13,350 System Cost = E - Figure 19. Major System Cost 
versus Engine Efficiency 

A plot of equation (j) is s h o e  in Figure 19. We see  that the minimum system cost occurs 

at an engine cycle efficiency of between 15% and 1670. Above these values the storage cost in- 

creases faster  than the collector cost decreases and conversely below the minimum value. The 

projected cycle efficiency for the engine being purchased is 14.70Jo, which appears to be very close 

to optimum (within 370) for  the type nf system, chosen. 

The salne type UP analysis as  described above could be extended to different peak temper- 

atures to produce a family of curves similar to Figure 19 for comparison &d determination of 

the most economical system parameters. 



Pump Performance as  a Function of Overpowering the Pump 

It was suggested that thermal storage on the project might be deleted by allowing the engine 

and pump to be overpowered when the insolation was greater than the minimum amount required 

to drive the system. The result would be that of driving the system at a higher rpm than the de- 

sign speed. This analysis was done to determine what results could be expected and how it com- 

pared to other options. 

To do the analysis, it was assumed the engine and irrigation pump were of the turbine types. 
2 The system was sized to punan 500 pallmin when the insolation was 170 BTUlft h r  and run at 

maximum efficiency. The pump ran at a design speed of 1875 rpm with a 5 ft head tolerance. 

The pump charactcristics were determined from the Hydrauli.~ H;l.ridt~nok. The flow was 
given as  being proportioned to rotating speed (Q /Q = N IN2), head was proportional to the 1 2  1 
squares of the speed (H1/H1 = (N, , and the power was proportional to the cube of the 
speed ( P ~ / P ~  = ( N ~ I N ~ ) ~ )  . The efficiency of the engine turbine as a function of rotation speed 

was found in the Principle' of Turbomachinery book by Sheppard and is shown in Figure 20. 

0 0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 . 8  1.0  1.2 1.4 

Speedl~es ign  Speed 

I I I 1 I 1 
Design Point 

- 

Reactur Turbine 
, , Impulse Turbine 
, ,,, Impulse Turbine 

- 

Figure 20. Performance Comparison of Turbines 
at Constant Pressure Ratio 

With the above assumptions and reference data, the comparative performances were calcu- 

lated. The ratio of pump, turbine and system change a r e  those found when compared to a system 

operating at design speed. These a r e  shown in Table 11. 



TABLE I1 

Pump Performance 

Power 
hp 
17. 7 

20.0 

20.8 

22.5 

24. 3 

26. 1 

28. 1 

47.4 

81. 9 

Ratio of Pump 
Performance 

108.8 

100.0 

97.5 

92. 5 

87. 5 

81. 3 

80.0 

55.0 

38. 8 

Ratio of Turbine 
Performance 

99.48 

100.0 

99.85 

99. 56 

99. 26 

98.97 

98.44 

94.46 

(no data) 

70 Change 
of Both 

+ 8.2 

Utilizing this information along with the TABLE I11 

summer insolation for a 30" tilt flat plate Pumping Rate and Insolation 
collector as  described in the Irrigation 189 Insolation Pumping Rate 
form 7 (Ref. 1) the following was obtained Time of Day ( B T U / ~ ~ ~  hr)  (g a1 / min) 

(Table 111). 

This resiiits m 2. '13'1 x lo5  gallday of 

irrigation water being pumped. If all thc 

insolation above 175 B T U / ~ ~ '  h r  were dis- 

carded, the amount pumped would have been 
5 2.4 x 10 gallday. If the energy above 175 

2 Q T U / ~ ~  11r was s1ul.t.J a i d  used at a la ter  
5 time, it would have pumped 3.57 x 10 gal/ 

day. In other words, direct powering the 

system would i n c r e a ~ e  thc summer perform- 

ance by 12.3 percent over that of rejecting all  
2 the insolation above 175 BTU/ft hr. If the extra energy was stored and later  used, the increase 

would be 48. 9 percent over that of rejecting the extra energy. This comparison i s  graphically 
shown in Figure 21. 

The indication is that on an energy basis thermal storage is worth approximately one-half of 

the collector cost. If, however, thermal efficiency can also be influenced by storage; then the 

difference in engine efficiency coupled with the calculated efficiency changes represent approxi- 

mately an order  of magnitude improvement in favor of storage. 



Collected Power to Engine 
(2. 74 x l o 5  gallday) 

Time of Day - Ilour 

Figure  21. Pumping Capacity ve r sus  T ime  of Day 

Solar  Collector Character is t ics  

Culleclurs fu r  Ltie experimcrit were purchased by New ~ e x i c o  State University to the speci- 

f i ta t ions  l isted in  the Request fo r  Purchase  shown in Reference 1. Acurex Corporation was 

se lected to be the supplier. The i r  design is a parabolic trough with a g lass  enclosed receiver  

tube located along the focal line. The  units have an  aperature  of 6 ft and a r e  1.0 ft long. Eight of 

these  a r e  constructed together to fo rm one l a rge  unit that is controlled by one motor and one 

tracking system. The collectors a r e  a 90" r i m  angle design. The experiment utilizes 14 each 

L3l- Ll1e 00 P1 lullg w1lls. 

The rece ive r  consists of a 1-114-inch diameter s t ee l  pipe that has  an outer b1a:c.k c h r n m ~  

coating. A plug is contained inside the tube to reduce the volume of heat t r ans fe r  fluid flow while 

maintaining turbulent flow. The plug allows a 0. 1 in. annulus between the plug and pipe. The 
rece ive r  tube is surrounded by a. 2.0-inch 0. D. x 118-inch wall Pyrex  glass  tube. The space 

between the g lass  tube and the rece ive r  tube is a t  atmospheric pressure .  Charnctcrist ics of the 

individual components are :  

Reflectance ( p )  = 0.8 Absorbitivity (a) = 0.94 

Glass  Transmiss ion (7) = 0.9 Emissivity ( c )  = 0.1  to 0.2 

The  product of P ,  T , and a has  been measured and is equal to 0.68. 



An efficiency for  the design was calculated. However, before the supplier for  the collector 

was selected a trip was- taken to his plant and a performance test was witnessed. The test result 
witnessed was at one insolation value and 450 "F heat transfer fluid exit temperature and the per- 
formance was compatible with their stated efficiencies. Therefore, Acurex efficiency data a r e  

reported here and is  shown in Figure 22. 

T. = Inlet Temperature (OF, )  

T = Ambient Temperature ( OF)  A 
2 q. = Solar Flux (BTU/ft hr)  

A 

2 Ti - T~ OF ft h r  

'i - BTU 
-,. 
Based on experimental data for a clear day, normal 
incidence, and no dust loss. 

Figure 22. Collector Efficiency 

Performance calculations were performed to determine the amount of energy that can be 

expected to be collected using these collectors at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Secondly, a question 
existed on which way the collector troughs should be oriented. Calculations performed by 

\ 

Jim B a a s  ul Sar~dia Laboratories a r e  shown in Figures 23 and 24. These figures indicate that 
during the summer months when irrigation water is necessary in New Mexico, that the collectors 

should be oriented in a northlsouth orientation. For  i n  8-month period the results are: 

Month 

March 

April 

May 
June 

J ~ Y  
August 

Seplember 

October 

Energy Collected 
at 4 G O o ~  

( B T U ~ S ~  f t  Day) 
1.1 40 

1160 

1220 

Month 

March 

April 

May 
June 
July 
August 
S e p t e n ~ b e i  

October 

Energy Collected 
a1 450'F 

(B~Ulsq f t  Day 
142n 
1710 

1885 

1900 

1840 

1740 . 

1560 

1250 



June 21 Insolation 

N / S  Horizontal 

F igure  23. Collector Pe r fo rm-  
ance on Hourly Basis  

Hours  f r o m  Solar  Noon 

Ndrth/South Horizontal 
1410 B T U / f t  2 day 

A~u~iltrl 
f t2  day 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2  
Jan Month Dec 

F igure  24. Collector Pe r fo rmance  on Daily Basis  



For these selected months, which is the growing season for New Mexico, the northlsouth 

orientation of the collectors results in approximately 41 percent more energy being collected. 

For this reason, the ERDA/N~w Mexico experiment has the collectors in the north/south orienta- 

tion. 

The complexity of construction of these collectors is  illustrated in Figure 25. It should be 

recognized that the manufacture is simple compared to the automobile, tractor o r  airplane. This 

results in manufacturing cost per pound comparing favorable with the mass produced products at .. . 
this time. This gives encouragement that the manufacturer's goai.can be readily obtained. The 

energy collected in Albuquerque per year per sq ft of aperature in natural, gas equivalent is shown . 
for information purposes. 

.. . 

SOLAR COLLECTOR COMPLEXITY 

I2.5411b CURRENT 

6.3 Ib/ft CURRENT 

$1.50/lb PROJECTED 

390 Cu Ft NAT. GAS 

YEAR Ft 2 

Figure 25. Collector Complexity Comparison 



' Hail Resistance Considerations (D. Miller) 

Hailstorm data was assembled for Albuquerque, New Mexico, and surrounding area. The 

data indicated that Albuquerque could expect hail of 1/ 2 inch diameter o r  less  up to.seven times 

a year  and over 112 inch diameter once in five years. Most of the hail storms were found to 

occur during the month of May. May, incidentally, is a month a solar irrigation system would 

be in use. 

3 Hailstones have a mean density of approximately 0.8 gm/cm . Small hailstones, 0.078 to 

0.157 inch in diameter, have a fall speed of 5 to 8 ft/s;  medium size hail, 0. 394 to 0.787 inch in 

diameter. have a fall Speed of 39. 3 and 52.9 ft/s, respeclively; ruld large I l a i l ,  0.787 hlcll 01- 

larger,  may reach velocities of 164 ft/s.  From this data it is  observed that a simulated hail- 
2 storm with one-inch diameter hail and a covering density of 300 to 500 ballslft would appear 

adequate for modeling a major hailstorm in the Albuquerque area. The data a r e  graphically 

illustrated in Figures 26 and 27. 

3 t I 
' 0.25 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.02.53.0 

Hailstone Uia (in. ) 

Figure 26. Theoretical Terminal Velocity of Hail 



Diameter of Hailstone (in. ) 

Figure 27. Diameter of Hailstones versus Kinetic Energy, 
Weight at Terminal Velocity, 

After receiving the above hail information it was considered desirable if the collectors were 

hail resistant to 112-inch diameter hail. Tests were designed and conducted on potential reflective 

materials for collectors and the Alzak which was to be furnished OII Lhe collectors being purchased 

for the experiment. Alzak (0.025 inch thick) was tested with I /  2-inch diameter hail with the r e -  

sults being unacceptable damage. The dents were approximately 112 inch diameter and approxi- 

mately 118 inch in depth. A test was devised in which a momentum trap material of less  expense 

than the Alzak would receive the damage. A 2 ft x 2 ft plate of 0.025-inch thick Alzak resting 

on a sheet of 0.025-inch galvanized steel and supported by a frame only at the edges. The results 
a r e  shown in Table IV. A typical dent profile recording is shown in Figure 28 and the majority 

of dents fit into two classes as  shown in Figure 29. 

TABLE IV 

Hail Test Results 

Ice Ball Impact Impact Dent Depth Dent Area 
Dia. Velocity Angles Dents / 100 Mean . Std Dev Mean Std Dev 

Test (in. ) (ft .1~) (deg) Balls (in.) ' (in.) (in.2) (in. 2, 



Figure 28. Typical Dent Profile 



Class I 1 

Figure 29. Dent Profile Class 

Acurex Corporation was also working on the problem of hail damage. Their approach was 

to increase the thickness of Alzak until acceptable damage from 112-inch diameter hail was 

obtained. It was determined that 0.040 thick Alzak was sufficiently strong to limit damage. 

New Mexico State University agreed to purchase the thicker material for the ERDA/N~w Mexico 

collectors. A non-recurring cost of $5483 and a recurring materialtcost of $6671 was paid for 

upgrading the collectors. A provision was also added to the system control to rotate the collectors 

upside down at the first  detection of precipitation. 



Parabolic Collector Overheat (K. Wally) 

One reason for the existence of an k i l i a r y  power source is to allow the collectors to be 

stowed in the event of electrical supply failure so that the stalled collectors will not be subjected 
to an overheat situation which would lead to the degradation of the collector fluid o r  selective 

coating on the receiver tube. 'Yo evaluate the danger of an overheat situation, a transient thermal 

analysis was performed for several failure modes. 

Failure Mode 1 

In this failure mode it is postulated that the system is operating properly when suddenly, all 

power to the system is lost. The collectors stop tracking the sun and collector fluid stops flowing. 

At this point, the collectors1 components a re  at operating temperature. The sun continues to 

move with respect to the collector normal so that the solar flux decays. Figure 30a shows the 

transient solar flux per linear foot of receiver tube to which the receiver tube is subjected. 

Figure 30b is a plot of the resultant receiver tube and collector fluid temperatures versus 
2 time. For  this collector configuration and a solar flux of 325 B ~ U l h r  ft  , the maximum tempera- 

ture attained by the receiver tube is just over 600°F. At this temperature and for the short 

duration of the transient. there is expected to be no significant degradation of the black-chromad 

selective surface. The maximum temperature attained by the collector fluid is approximately 

575 O F .  This is below the 600 "F which the manufacturer recommends as the maximum allowable 

bulk temperature for open system operation (i. e., fluid exposed to a i r  at some point in the 

system). This analysis indicates that the collectors should survive an overheat situation resulting 
from a complete loss of system power. 

Frailuro hlodo 2 

In this failure mode, i t  is postulated that the collectors have been stowed in an orientation 

which allows the sun to pass thz-ough collector focus even i f  the system i s  nnt trar.king, S~rrh a 

situation would ar ise if a system power failure were to occur and were not corrected within 24 

hours. It is assumed that the collectors a re  at the ambient temperature. As the sun moves with 

respect to the collector normal, the solar flux increases until the sun is in focus and then decays 

again a s  the sun passes out of focus. Figure 31a shows this transient solar flux per linear foot of 

receiver tube to which the receiver tube is subjected. Figure 31b is a plot of the resultant 

receiver tube and collector fluid temperatures. The maximum temperature attained is 500 O F  for 

the receiver tube and 475 O F  for the collector fluid. Both these temperatures a re  considered to 

be within the safe limits for these system components. This analysis indicates that the collectors 

should survive an overheat situation resulting from the transient collector heating due to the sun 

passing through the focus of a stationary, non-operating collector. 
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Figure 30. Transient Solar Flux per Linear Foot Receiver of Tube 
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Figure 31. Transient Solar Flux per Linear Foot Receiver of Tube (not -tracking).  



Failure Mode 3 

In this failure mode, i t  is postulated that the collector fluid stops circulating (due to a pump 

motor failure, for example) while the collectors continue to track the sun. Continued tracking 

results in a constant solar  flux (Figure 32a). The resultant receiver tube and collector fluid 

temperatures a r e  plotted in Figure 32b versus time. In this failure mode, the component temper- 

atures will continue to r i se  until equilibrium is attained. The process may be complicated by 

changes in component properties as  a result of degradation due to elevated temperatures. The 
fluid failure temperature of 600 O F  is attained in less  than 9 minutes after system failure. This 

analysis indicates that the system will not survive this type of failure mode and, therefore, some 

type of safeguard is indicated. Monitoring of fluid operating temperature with collector de- 

tracking upon overheat appears feasible.   he cross  section of the receiver analyzed is shown 

in Figure 33. 

Aperture - fi ft 
Rim h g l c  - 90" 
Ambient Temp - 75 OF 

SolarFlux - 3 2 5 ~ ~ ~ l h r f t ~  

Time (min) 

Black-Chromed 
900 looO E Tube , 

Flr~id Failure 

% 
*-collector Fluid 

Time (min) 

Figure 32. Receiver Temperature with no Fluid Flow 



Glass Envelope 
F'yrex 2" 0. D. x 0. 125" Wall'  . 

FIR = 0.9 

Receiver Tube 
1. 25" 0. D. x 0. 120" Wall 

cu . = 0 . 9 5  cIR = 0. 25 

718" 0. D. .x 0.049 Wall 
Carbon Steel 

Figure 33. Receiver Cross  Section 

Thermal  Reservoir  System 

A low cost, rel iable and personnel safe  r e se rvo i r  sys tem has  been designed. There  a r e  

severa l  design considerations for  a thermal r e se rvo i r  sys tem utilizing flammable fluid and the 

thermocline technique. Some of these considerations are: 

1) Hot fluid can only he a.~:ldt.J o r  withdrawn from the top of the rese rvo i r  

2) Cold fluid can only be added o r  withdrawn f rom the bottom of the r e se rvo i r  

3) No a i r  can be allowed in the rese rvo i r  which will oxidize the fluid 

4) Fluid flow wlthln the r e se rvo i r  must  be laminar  to prevent the destruction 

of the thermocline 

5) Reliable operation is required a t  minimum cost. 

The rese rvo i r  sys tem designed is il lustrated in Figure  34. The rese rvo i r  s i ze  is 6500 

gallons, tlie expalslun tank 1s 80uu gallons, and the heat t ransfer  fluid is Exxon Caloria HT43. 

The fluid will be received and s tored in  the expansion tank until the sys tem i s  seaav for nperation. . . 
At this t ime the fill pump will be energized and cold fluid will en te r  the bottom of the r e se rvo i r  

through a diffuser. The  a i r  in the r e se rvo i r  that is replaced by the fluid will be forced out the 

snorkel valve and the atmosphere via the expansion tank. When the fluid reaches  the snorkel 

valve i t  will close and the fluid will thcn be forced up the standpipe until the highest switch of the 



three level indicator has  been activated. This switch activation will de-energize the f i l l  pump. 

As the fluid is removed from the bottom of the reservoir,  heated by the collector field and 

returned, the fluid will expand. The required expansion (cold fluid) will overflow through the 

standpipe and return to the expansion tank. Therefore, the reservoir  system is always vented 

to  the atmosphere by either the snorkel valve o r  the standpipe overflow. 

THERMAL RESERVOIR - 6500 GAL. 

\ Y Z F k L i K L s E R  

EXPANSION TANK ~OOO/CAL.  

Figure 34. Thermal Reservoir System 

When the system is in operation the reservoir  may be gaining o r  losing in the amount of hot 

fluid it  contains. Yet, to keep the fluid from oxidizing the reservoir must be kept full. This is 
accomplished by the tri-level fluid switch. After the top switch has been activated the pump i s  

stopped and will turn on again when the fluid level has dropped to the middle switch. The pump 

will then continue to pump until the top switch i s  again activated. This will require approximately 

5 gallons of fluid to be pumped. If the fluid ever recedes to the lowest level of the fluid level 

switch, the entire system is shut down due to lack of fluid o r  some other malfunction. The fluid 

in the standpipe is in contact with the air. However, this fluid is cool and the oxidation rate  at 

this temperature i s  essentially zero. 

Fluid flow in the reservoir  is kept to a minimum by placing it in parallel with the collector 

field and the heat engine. The maximum flow from the collector field is 25 gpm and the maximum 

flow to the engine i s  10 gpm. Therefore, the reservoir  flow is 25 gpm to 10 gpm o r  15 gpm since 

the heat engine will normally be running when maximum flow occurs. After sundown the heat 

engine alone will be operating, and it will withdraw i ts  required 10 gpm. The engine i s  designed 

to operate until the maximum temperature in the reservoir  reaches 350 OF. It is at approximately 

this temperature that the engine will be unable to  power the pump. It i s  desirable that the reservoir  

be depleted of hot fluid each day so  a narrow thermocline can be maintained. 



The expansion tank is a conventional automobile service station tank. It is placed under- 

ground so  that the eartki can give it  structural support, and so  that the system can be drained by 

gravity into it  in case of an emergency. The expansion tank i s  also slightly tilted s o  that any 

moisture condensate can accumulate at one end and be extracted by thb pump. 

The advantages of the design are: 

No nitrogen blanket is required on the heat transfer fluid. 

The reservoir operates at atmospheric pressure, has minimum flow 
which could disturb the thermocline, and can be drained for repair 

o r  in case of emergency. 

All pipes enter and exit from the bottom of the reservoir  which 

facilities application of insulation. 

The standpipe and expansion tank requires no insulation. 

Simulation of Thermal Storage Reservoir Thermodynamics 

A dynamic simulation of the thermal storage reservoir  thermodynamics was performed to 

determine i f  the.contro1 system and storage reservoir volume which had been selected would pro- 

vide the desired system operation. A computer program was developed in which the storage 

volume is modeled as a cylinder of height, H; the two reservoir  ends a r e  modeled as 

oblate spheroidal volumes. For  thermodynamic purposes the end volumes a r e  treated a.s if the 

fluid contained in them is completely mixed, with resulting uniform thermophysical properties. 

The main reservoir volume is divided into 99 cylindrical layers,  each treated as  a mixed volume 

(Figure 35). 

The end volumes a r e  considerably larger  than the individual layers in the main volume, but 

the presence of diffusers within the end volumes would appear to justify their modeling as mixed 

volumes. 

Heat transfer within the fluid is modeled to include conduction and forced convection. No 

provision is made for free convection within the fluid. Under normal operation, f ree convection 

should not be significant. Tank walls of thickness, 6W, a r e  included in the model. It is assumed 

that a uniform temperature exists across the wall thickness. Conduction in the reservoir walls 

is one-dimensional because axial symmetry insures no polar variation in heat transfer. Heat 

t ransfer  between the storage fluid and the reservoir  walls i s  determined using appropriate 

empirical formulas for the convective heat transfer coefficient. The thermophysical properties 

of the Caloria I-IT43 storage nu id  and the 1010 carbon steel reservoir  a r e  calculated a s  linear 

 function^ of temperature. Heal lvss to ambient is determined using an overall heat transfer co- 

efficient which includes the thermal resistance of the storage reservoir  insulation and a surface 

convection coefficient for a moderate wind. 
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Figure 35. Thermal Reservoir Analyzed 

There a r e  four modes of thermal storage reservoir operation within the control system. 

1) F1111 Charging - 'I'hp ~ n t i r ~  r n l l ~ c t n r  tlnw rate  V ., . ~~~~~~~s fluid 1 .I ILL 
at eemperaturc T~~~~ to thc Lop ~lullc uf L11e slur.age la~~l... Tl~ik ~ ~ ~ u d e  

of operation is in force until the temperature at a specified tank level 

reaches a preset valve (approximately one hour). The resultant volume 

of hot fluid insures that once the heat engine is in operation, i t  will r11n 

continuously despite minor interruptions in solar flux due to clouds, etc. 

Adjuoting thc tcmporature and/or tank level of this control point aUows 
the running time of the heat engine to be optimized. 

2) cha rgkg /~unn ing  - Par t  of the collector flow rate (V COLL - v ~ ~ ~ )  
delivers fluid at ten~perature T HIGH to the top node. The remainder 

of the flow rate, V ENG ' goes to the heat engine. This is r~ormal oper- 

ation during daylight hours. 

3) Discharging /Running - Fluid at temperature T is drawn from the TOP 
top node and is delivered to the heat engine at a flow rate VENG.' Fluid 

at temperature T LOW is returned to the bottom node at a flow rate  V ENG' 
This is normal operation during nighttime hours. 



4) Idle - There a r e  no flows anywhere within the system. The only heat - 
transfer ' is through conduction and loss to ambient. The mode of oper- 
ation occurs when there is no collection of solar energy and the energy 

remaining in the storage tank is insufficient to operate the heat engine. 

Results of several simulations a r e  presented in Figures 36, 37, and 38 corresponding to 
summer, spring, and winter operation, respectively. 'I'hese figures show the temperature profile 
in the tank as  a function of time. Time zero corresponds to the time at which the system's photo- 

cells switch the system on. 

The thermocline may be seen to move up and down the reservoir  in a stable manner as the 
tank i s  discharged and charged. 

During summer operation, 12 hours of charging (modes 1 and 2) completely fills the reservoir  
with hot fluid. This is sufficient storage to operate the heat engine for over 2 2  hours--very nearly 

continuous operation. 

During winter operation, only six hours of charging i s  assumed. This is insufficient charg- 

ing to completely fill the reservoir. As a result, there i s  only sufficient storage to operate the 
heat engine for slightly over 15 hours. 

In addition to the results of Figures 36, 37, and 38, the simulations also indicated that the 
maximum differential between the wall temperature and the bulk fluid temperature would be 
approximately ~ O C .  This nlaxi~nurr~ differential occurs in the neighborhood of the thermocline 

when storage tank operation switches from charging to discharging. While this temperature 

difference is sufficient to produce significant f ree convection in the boundary layer along the 
reservoir wall, note that it occurs in the fluid levels which a r e  most stable due to the density 

gradient in the neighborhood of the thermocline. Therefore, i t  does not appear that this f ree 

convection could significantly disturb the bulk of the fluid in the tank. 

These simulations suggest that continuous 24-hour operation would be possible only under 

favorable summertime conditions. A larger  storage volume could.lengthen the operating duration 

of the system, but the economics of continuous operation versus storage costs a r e  not sufficiently 

well defined to recommend such action. Note that during winter operation, the existing storage 

capacity cannot be completely charged and a larger  capacity would be even more subject to this 

complaint. In order to more fully utilize the storage volume, it would be necessary to provide 

periodic operation in the full charging mode. This, in turn, would require deferment of heat 

engine operation during the full charging periods. Unavoidable storage inefficiencies make this 

an undesirable alternative from the point of view of system efficiency. although a t k r  consider- 

ations may indicate such operation. 
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F igure  36. Results of Thermal  Storage Analysis (Summer - 12-hr Collection Day) 
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Figure 37. Resiills of Thermal Storage Analysis (Spring - 8-hr Collection Day) 
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Figure 38. Results of Thermal Storage Analysis (Winter - 6-hr Collection Day) 



Consideration has also been given to the stability of a stratified thermal storage reservoir. 

This can be determined by the following: 

The pressure at any arbitrating point in the fluid may be assumed to 

be Po . Then for some small perturbation in the level of this fluid 

particle one has 

I? = P + - dh where dh i s  the height moved. 1 0 11, 
For fluids, the bulk modulus i s  essentially constant and is 

given by 

dP where p i s  the density and K is the bulk modulus. K = p d p  

It follows that 

x2 utilizing that exp(x) = 1 + X + + . . . 
and P1 - P = $ l o  dh one obtains 0 

pl w po + 3 I dh. 
0 

However;p is also given by 1 

Therefore, when A) 2 B) the fluid is stable. When A) <. B) the fluid is 

unstable and will migrate to a new level due to its bouyancy. 



The cr i ter ia  for stability is therefore: 

but l o  = -peg 

because of incompressibility of fluids; the criteria for stability becomes: 

2 but K >>> p g and it  reduces to 0 > 0 

One should note that no "lapse rate" type of instability exits as  in atmospheric meteorology due to 

incompressibility oI !ht: nuid. 

Control System Design Discussion 

Collector Control 

The collector modes of operation are: track, de-steer, stow west o r  stow east. Under 

normal operating conditions the collectors will be stowed to the east. Stow pOsitiOn i s  an upside 

down position, but pointed slightly to the east o r  west. As the sun comes up in the morning, i t  is 

detected by a photocell whose operation energizes the collector fluid pump and the tracking system. 

A flow indicator switch must be activated by the fluid flow o r  the collectors will track only in the 

de-steer position. The de-steer position is only f a r  enough away from track to prohibit the col- 

lectors from focusing on the receiver. The collector field will operate in the track condition i f  

the fluid flows, the fluid exit temperature does not exceed 50OUF, the reservoir is not fu l l  of hot 

fluid, the collector inlet temperature does not exceed 350 OF, and precipitation i s  not occurring. 

When the sun goes down, the system will rotate back and stow to the east. All malfunctions will 

cause the collectors to de-steer. Precipitation o r  darkness cause them to stow. All of these 

functions have manual overrides. 

Heat Engine Control 

The heat engine is commanded to run when a 110-volt electrical signal is supplied to the 

engine. The engine will run after receiving this signal if the collectors a r e  operating and if a 

preselected amount of energy is stored in the thermal storage reservoir. If this condition is met,  



a globe valve between the engine and reservoir will open and the engine circulation pump will 

supply hot fluid to its boiler. The engine will continue to operate until either the pond is full o r  

the reservoir depleted of 350°F o r  higher temperature fluid. It will both s tar t  and operate auto- 
matically unless manually commanded to do otherwise. 

Fluid Control 

The fluid level switch in the standpipe controls the level of fluid in the reservoir. However, 

if  the fluid ievel drops below the operating level, the entire system is shut down and will not oper- 

ate until attended. 

Electrical Power 

Some electrical power is used by the experiment. If utility power is  interrupted for some 

reason, a standby power plant will automatically be activated and the experiment will continue to 

operate. When electrical service i s  restored, the backup supply will stop and the system will he 

switched back to utility power. 



Wind versus Solar Power for Irrigation Pumping 
in the Estancia Valley (J. Alcone) 

A preliminary analysis was conducted to determine the economic competitiveness of wind 
energy f ~ s  pumping irrigation water in the Estancia Valley. Cost estimates of a vertical axis 

wind machine and the cost of the ERDA/New Mexico experiment were used along with their ex- 

pected time of operation to determix~e llle Lettel- performnncc. 

The nearest known wind data for the Estancia aPea was thal Tur Otto, New Mcxico. 11: 

indicated that a.pproximately 25 percent of the time no wind power was available, 50 percent of 
2 2 the time 50 watt/m was available,and 25 percent of the time over 700 watt/m was available. 

From an inspection of the data i t  appeared that the wind blows approximately 75 percent of the 
2 time at an average power level of 270 watt/m from February through October. The 270 watt/m 2 

was used in the analysis. 

2 .  The resulls indicated, based upon the 270 watt/m wrnd energy, that a wind powered demon- 

stration system would cost about the same as the ERDA/New Mexico experiment. Wind energy in 

the Estancia Valley does have one drawback that a similar system in another area may not have. 

This is that when irrigation is at i ts peak, June through August, the wind energy is at a minimum. 

This makes the storage cost fo r  a Wind system expe~lsive a ~ d  makes thc wind cnorgy approach 

not as  practical as solar  thermal. 



Systems Analysis (Sharla Vandevender) 

~egional/National Irrigation Requirements and Practices 

The current effort in this task has been to develop a data base which will allow regional and 

national irrigation load characterizations. The data base must be assembled into a format usable 

for analysis. The initial data base will be for Arizona where one of the irrigation experiments 

will be located. The Arizona data base will be used a s  a model for  development of the regionay 

national data base. 

The regionalization will be based on Water Resource Subareas (WRS), as  defined by the 

Water Resources Council. These subareas approximate regions whose boundaries a r e  delineated 

on the basis of topographic drairiage characteristics. The subareas include groups of counties 

which, as  closely as possible, approximate the actual drainage basin boundaries. The statistical 

data required for the irrigation data base is  most frequently reported on a county basis, and by 

the Bureau of the Census on a Water Resource Subregion or  Subarea basis. Grouping of WRS on 

the basis of agricultural characteristics and insolation characteristics will provide the region- 

alization criteria for the regional load characterization. This regionalization should reduce the 

total number of irrigation areas in the 17 western states which will he analyzed. 

The data can bc classified &I several groups. These characterize the crops, wells, power 

sources for the irrigation systems and the water storage, and surface water pumping character- 

istics. 

Tho wcll data required fur  each county follows: 

Number of irrigation wells by energy source . 

Flow rate in gallons per minute (range, median, average) 

Lift (or water table depth plus drawdown) input (range, median, average) 

Water temperature in "C (range, median, average) 

Total annual operatklg hours (range, median, average) 

Distance between wells (range, median, avcrage) 

Prime mover efficiency by energy source 

Annual energy consumption (BTU) by energy source 

Energy cost ($/million BTU) by energy source 

1980 availability and cost of energy by energy source 



The same data a r e  required for surface water irrigation pumping as  for wells (with obvious 

differences such as number of pumps). 

The crop data required for each major crop in the county follows: 

Number of groundwater irrigated acres  (range, median, average) 
Number of surfacewater irrigated acres  (range, median, average) 

Irrigation system: 

flood 

furrow Total acres,  acre-feet lacre  and average efficiency per method. 
sprinkler 

Irrigated crop value per  acre  
3 Irrigated yield per acre  

Inches of water applied per acre  per half month 

The water storage characteristics required include the efficiency of water storage (seepage 

loss),  the evaporation rate  and the cost of storage. 

The availability of these data ranges from poor to good. Most of the required Arizona data 

a r e  in hand, and it  is currently being formatted. Inquiries a r e  being made at the Bureau of the 

Census to ascertain the availability of county agricultural data currently reported in state sum- 

mary form. Use of census data would provide for uniformity in the national characterization. 



Economic Considerations (S. Vandevender and S. Varnado) 

Inquiries a r e  received almost on a daily basis regarding the economics of solar 'irrigation. 

Answers to these inquiries do not exist today as  experiments a r e  being conducted to determine the 

required information. These problems are, however, being addressed by Sandia Laboratories 

System Analysis ~ i v i s i o n  directed by S. Varnado and by the Aerospace Corporation. 

A preliminary economic analysis on solar irrigation has been attempted. Any results at 
this time a r e  conjectural as  little experimental data exists.   he methodology selected was a dis- 

counted cash flow technique as  defined by J P L  for ERDAIEPRI. A complete description of the 

method can be found in the report: ERDAIJPL - 1012-7613. This method is applicable to utility 
ownership of the solar system. A different methodology may be appropriate for farmer ownership. 
We a re  inlrestigating this problem. 

This methodology, as defined, calculates the busbar energy cost from a utility-owned solar 

electric system. The approach is also applicable to a privately owned system, provided the proper 

values for  tax rate and discount rate a r e  defined. Busbar costs represent the minimum price per  
unit of energy consistent with producing system-resultant revenues equal to the sum of system- 

resultant costs. This equality is expressed in present value terms,  where the discount rate used 
reflects the rate  of return required on invested capital. Major input variables include the output 

capabilities UILI capital cost of the energy system, the cash flow required for system operation 
and maintenance, and the financial structure and taxation level of the owner. This methodology 

has been programmed and used in the solar  irrigation program. F o r  comparison purposes, the 

evaluation has also been conducted on conventionally powered irrigation systems. 

The solar system analyzed has not been optimized for s ize o r  mode of operation. One 

significant variable i s  the operating time of the system and another i s  the capital costs. The first  
analysis was done for an, irrigation system retrofit where only the power source is replaced by a 

solar powered system. In this case the farmer is simply buying a new prime mover, powered 

cithcr by solar,  eleclrlcity, natural gas, o r  diesel fuel. All the costs a re  for the solar  con- 

version. The second analysis is for a totally new irrigation system. That is, a new well, new 

pump, method of delivery, pump and engine. The analysis a r e  shown below. 

Solar Powered Retrofit System 

Recent estimates have been obtained for a 25 hp system presently under construction in 

Now Mexico. Eotirnatcs were for. olle of a kind and the lUUUth unit. The results (Table V) were: 



TABLE V 

Estimated Component Cost 

Prime Mover 

Collector (67 20 ft2) 

Thermal Storage (6500 gal) 

Accessories 

Coi~struetion 

1 Unit 1000th Unit 

$ 78,000 $ 7,000 . 

98,000 33.550 

19,500 12; 000 
12,000 4,000 
10,ooo 4, nnn 

$217,500 $fin, 550 

The cost of natural gas to the New Mexico farmer is  $1.40/mcf. They ha,vc been informed 
to expect the price to be $5.OO/mcf by 1982. For  this analysis the engine efficiency for burning 

natural gas was estimated to be 20 percenl, cost $5,300 new, and last 8000 hours. T h i ~  replace- 
ment cost is  included in the economic evaluation. 

Fo r  diesel fuel the same 20 percent efficiency was used. This translates into a diesel fuel 
consumption rate  of 2.4 gal/hr. Two fuel costs were assumed: $0. 55/gal and $l.OO/gal. 

An eleclrical systein has the lowest capital cost if the power is available at s i te  and the 

transformers a r e  supplied by the utility conipafly. A conversiorl elClciellcy uf llle 111~~10~ was 
assumed to be 90 percent. At an efficiency of 90 percent, 21. 5 kW of electricity a re  required 
to provide 25 shaft hp. The annual cost of Ihis power is  $7'71; at 2 $ / k ~  hr and $3870 at 10$/kW 111.. 

The motor is estimated to cost $'100. 

New Solar Irrigation System 

The cost of purchasing and installing a new irrigation system in the Estancia Valley of 

New Mexico is estimated to be $SU, UUU. '18his includes a new well, purllp a i d  il.i.ig&tloi~ system. 

Tn order  to investigate the effects on irrigation costs of these higher capital costs, the program 

was rerun with $50,000 added to the capital cost estimates for the retrofit application. An 
additional $5000 was added to the electrical system to simulate the exlensiot~ of the power line 

for one mile. The capital cost estimates are given below and the fuel cost rcmalned the same 
as before. 

(a) Solar 

1 unit - $267,500 

1000 unit - $110,550 

(b) Natural Gas 

1st year  - $55,300 

17th year  - $ 5,300 
(engine replacement) 

(c) Diesel 

Same as (b) 

(d) Electricity 

$55,700 



In addition to the capital and fuel cost estimates given above, an estimate of the operations 

and maintenance costs for  each system is also needed. There is, as  yet, no indication of what 
this cost would be for solar systems. For  conventional systems, the annual operating and main- 

tenance (O&M) costs a r e  typically estimated is  5 percent of the capital costs for a plant operating 

year  round. 

Other economic parameters assumed (Table VI) a r e  as  follows: 

TABLE VI 

Economic Parameters for ~ tudy"  

Year of Commercial Operation 

Price Year 

Base Year 

Year of Firs t  Expenditure 

Tax Rate 

Discount Rate 

General Inflation Rate 

Capital Inflation Rate 

Operation and Maintenance 
Inflation Rate 

Fuel Inflation Rate 

System Lifetime 

6.0% 

6.0% 
20 Years 

These numbers may not be representative 
but a r e  the value used for this study. 

These parameters were used as input to the discounted cash flow analysis in order to com- 

pute the ievelized busbar energy cost for  the different systems. The results a r e  presented in 

Figures 39 through 41 for both the ~.elrwfit and Figures 42 and 43 for the new installation cases. 

The solid lines a r e  for the solar system and the dashed lines a r e  for the alternative energy listed. 

It should be emphasized that these curves apply only to the Estancia Valley situation and its 

associated insolation. 

2 The results for the retrofit case indicate that if the collectors cost near the $5/ft  and 

natural gas cost $5 mcf, i t  would be economic to use solar  if the system operated more than 

2200 hr/year.  At $1.40 mcf gas, the solar  powered unit would not compete. F o r  electricity, 

solar  would compete with 10 $ / k ~ - h r  at approximately 1900 hrlyear .  Solar would compete with 

diesel at 55 $/gal at 2G00 hr/year.  In each case if the collectors cost $14. 60/ftS, the conventional 

method would be the most economical choice. 
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Figure 40. Economic Conlparison of Solar versus Natural Gas for Retrofit Case 
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2 The results for a new system indicated that solar with $5/ft collectors would compete with 

natural gas at $5/mcf i f  operated 2300 h r /y r ,  with 10 $/kW-hr electricity at 1500 hr /yr ,  and diesel 

at $l.OO/gal initially. It will compete also with the lower cost estimated fuels in the diesel and 

almost compete with natural gas and electricity. 

The results (Figures 39-43) indicate that solar systems must be standardized s o  that mass 

production can be possible for them to become economically competitive. There a r e  several 

scenarios relative to incerltives and optimizing the design that can be argued, and future system 

studies should indicate the correct approach for establishing solar  irrigation economics. 

Status of ERDA/New Mexico Experiment 

As of January 1,1977, construction of the experiment was underway, and it was approxi- 

mately 30 percent complete. Some of the construction can be seen in Figure 6. As can be seen 

the foundations for the collectors a r e  complete and the pond is nearly complete. The well is 

drilled, the expansion tank i s  bnried, the trailer office i s  on s i te  and the electrical power is  on 

site. Although unusually bad weather has slowed construction, it is  still expected that the system 

will be operational by May 1,1977, as planned. 

The expanded Irrigation Program indicates this experiment will continue through 1979. This 

will allow operational data to be obtained on the system to determine any trends of component 

degradation, a test bed for design improvement ideas, and an average of agricultural results over 

thrce growing seasons. It will also allow experiments on the use of the collected energy during; 

the non-irrigation season. This use may be important to the economic feasibility of the solar 

irrigation experiment. 
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